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Line of business restrictions: variations on a
theme

• Line of business restrictions are commonplace in the regulated
network industries

• There is a great deal of variation in terms of the intrusiveness of
intervention

• Separation in this sense may range from accounting separation to full
structural separation

• Some regulatory regimes provide for a range of options, other are more
prescriptive in this sense
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What determines choices?

• The intrusiveness of intervention seems to depend on the nature of
the industry

• The greater the rate of innovation on a given market, the greater the
reluctance to engage in intrusive remedies

• Similarly, the larger the scope for efficiencies resulting from vertical
integration the greater the reluctance to undo it

• This pattern helps explain the differences observed across sectors in
sector-specific regulation



What determines choices?

• At one end of the spectrum, telecoms regime tend to see functional
separation with reluctance (let alone structural divestitures)

• In the EU regime, it is deemed to be a remedy confined to ‘exceptional cases’,
where other forms of intervention have failed

• EU regulatory authorities can opt for a menu of remedies, more or less
intrusive, seeking to address the risk of foreclosure

• At the other end of the spectrum, structural separation is deemed the
preferred or default remedy (rail, electricity and gas)



Implications for online platforms

• The whole spectrum of line of business restrictions has been explored
in competition law (including EU competition law)

• To ensure their effectiveness, access duties typically come with additional
obligations, such as transparency and non-discrimination

• Structural separation is very exceptional, but is not totally unheard of (in
particular where there is an overlap with sector-specific regimes)

• The debate on line of business restrictions was relevant in the post-
liberalisation context and is now again in relation to platforms



Implications for online platforms

The Google Shopping case illustrates these ideas well. In
essence, remedial intervention can be seen as a form of
functional and accounting separation between the Shopping
unit and the rest of Google’s activities. Separation in this sense
came with non-discrimination duties.



Implications for online platforms

• The experience acquired in sector-specific regimes is also relevant for
the debate around online platforms

• As with telecoms, the rate of innovation and potential for change
should make one cautious about structural separation

• This is all the more so considering efficiencies are not yet entirely
understood (Special Advisers’ Report for DG Comp, p. 70)

• Whether intervention takes place ex ante or ex post, intervention, as
in telecoms, could contemplate all options



Implications for online platforms

• There are some differences between online platforms and the
telecoms industry that deserve to be discussed at length

• In telecoms, there is a small subset of markets and issues, which demand
roughly the same intervention at the same time

• There is much greater diversity in markets surrounding potential bottleneck
segments

• Some of these segments may be effectively competitive, and the leader may not even be
vertically-integrated

• The extent to which an online platform is objectively necessary for competition in
adjacent markets may also vary greatly



Implications for online platforms

One can think of several examples in this sense: a platform
running an app store or an online marketplace may have low
market shares in relation to some segments (and even face
stronger rivals) and hold a dominant position in relation to
others.



Implications for online platforms

• As a result of this changing reality, several questions arise:
• Would it be justified to rely on a single remedial approach across the board,

where the conditions of competition may vary from one market to the other?
• If the form of intervention is modulated to adjust to diversity, what is the

appropriate level to do so?
• Platform-by-platform?
• Market-by-market within platforms?

• What is the appropriate institutional arrangement to take these peculiarities
into account?


